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ABSTRACT

Asteroids absorb solar radiation, which is later re-emitted. In this paper, an analytic approach for the description of the eﬀects of this
thermal emission on the rotation and orbit of an asteroid of unspecified shape is presented. The theory is connected directly to the
physics of the problem, and the important results caused by a delayed thermal response of the surface are, therefore, parameterized
by the fundamental surface properties of the asteroid. Overall results of previous numerical studies are recovered and an application
to the elongated and irregularly-shaped asteroid Eros shows correspondence. The dependency of the derived diﬀerential equations on
the dynamical variables is explicit and simple. We argue that if the transport of asteroids within the main belt is caused by thermal
emission, then there is a preference for the shapes of Earth orbit crossing, regolith-covered asteroids.
Key words. celestial mechanics – minor planets, asteroids – methods: analytical

1. Introduction
Asteroids in orbit around the Sun reflect and absorb solar radiation. Absorbed photons are thermalized and then emitted at
longer wavelengths. The process determines the local temperature at the surface of an asteroid, and is dependent on the local
insolation pattern as well as the conduction of heat in the body.
If conduction is significant, the local temperature, and therefore
also the thermal emission of radiation, peaks in the afternoon,
i.e., after the point when the Sun was highest on the sky as seen
from the particular place on the asteroid surface.
The emission of photons leads to a recoil force which even
for a spherical body (Vokrouhlický 1998) changes the size of
its orbit, also called the Yarkovsky eﬀect. Thermal emission of
absorbed solar radiation by asteroids has been recognized as an
important transport mechanism of asteroids to the resonances of
the main belt (Farinella et al. 1998; Bottke et al. 2007), whereupon they may end up as Earth orbit crossing objects. Since the
Yarkovsky force leading to the changes in heliocentric orbit is
dependent on a delayed thermal response of the body’s surface,
its eﬀects are coupled to the rotation state of the asteroid.
To have a proper description of the Yarkovsky eﬀects, we
also need to understand the rotation of asteroids. The torques
from the recoil force due to thermal emission have been recognized to be important (Rubincam 2000), especially when it
comes to changes in the rotation period and angle between the
asteroid orbit plane and asteroid equator, called the equatorial
obliquity. From the numerical studies of Rubincam (2000) and
Vokrouhlický & Cǎpek (2002), it is clear that the ability of thermal emission to change the rotation rate and obliquity of asteroids, which we here define as YORP eﬀects, is, in the limit of no
heat conduction, sensitively dependent on the irregularity of the
asteroid’s shape. That is, there are no YORP eﬀects for asteroids
shaped like triaxial ellipsoids with immediate thermal response
to solar radiation. Later on, the numerical studies of Čapek &
Vokrouhlický (2004) demonstrated that heat conduction changes

the thermal emission’s ability to alter the asteroid obliquity, but
not the rotation rate.
Recently, analytical studies of these phenomena have been
initiated. For instance, analytic theory can strengthen previous
results, uncover new eﬀects, and reveal more precisely which
parameters of the system determine important results. The development of analytic theories for YORP eﬀects have posed exceptional challenges since the asteroid must, in a unified theory,
be irregular and have a delayed thermal response.
Significant steps in this direction were made by Breiter et al.
(2007), which showed that a thermally-delayed emission of radiation on biaxial ellipsoids can change the bodies’ obliquities, but
not their rotation rates. Some additional key results were uncovered in Nesvorný & Vokrouhlický (2007) for near-spherical, but
irregular shapes. An elaborate attempt is also given by Scheeres
(2007), but it does not present diﬀerential equations with a clear
structure for the obliquity, e.g., as should be required by an
analytic theory. Instead, the structure of the diﬀerential equations have to be resolved for each particular asteroid shape in
these, therefore, (semi-)numerical investigations. As a result, the
Scheeres (2007) approach has the benefit of numerical studies,
namely that fewer approximations need be made, and some aspects of the problem are, therefore, not lost.
The challenge of this problem is mainly to describe analytically the insolation pattern and the terminator on an asteroid
surface of irregular shape. In Mysen (2008), we circumvented
the problem with a simple approximation of the insolation pattern, encompassing the need for a detailed characterization of
the transition from day to night on the asteroid. Overall results
from previous studies were recovered. However, as in all the referenced analytic studies, we implemented the thermal lag by delaying the response of the force with respect to noon at the asteroid, possibly yielding unphysical results. We connect the Mysen
(2008) approach directly to the physics of the problem, which allows for a proper evaluation of the diﬀerent components’ relative
importance.
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2. Heat transport of an asteroid

Z

A common approach for the calculation of temperature on an asteroid’s surface is the one-dimensional heat equation for material
that does not change properties with temperature and location
C
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where T is the temperature. Above,  is the mass density, C the
specific heat capacity and K the heat conductivity, while ζ is the
depth along the line normal to the asteroid surface element. As
indicated by Harris & Lagerros (2002), it is acceptable to use a
one-dimensional approximation if the penetration depths of the
heat waves are much smaller than the size of the asteroids. That
is, the use of Eq. (1) sets lower limits for the diameter of the body
to which the equation is applied, limits which will be evaluated
later on.
Equation (1) should be combined with the boundary condition at the surface, ζ = 0, of the asteroid
∂T
Ψ(T ) − K
= S  ˆ ,
∂ζ
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Y
θ

I

h
Orbit plane
X
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Fig. 1. Spin orientation parameters for an asteroid.

ˆ = Θ(cos z) cos z,

(2)

where the term Ψ = σT 4 represents the energy sink due to thermal emission. Here, Θ is the step function, which is one for positive and zero for negative arguments, and the insolation ˆ is a
function of the local zenith angle z of the Sun at the surface element in question. The solar flux is given by

with dS as the surface area of the element. If the mass centered
unit vector u of the Sun is written in the same way
u =

3


γ,xi u xi

(6)

i=1

one gets

L
S =
4πR2

(3)
cos z = n · u =

3


γ xi γ,xi .

(7)

where L is the solar luminosity and R is the asteroid’s heliocentric distance. The emissivity and visual albedo have for
convenience been set to one and zero, respectively.
As discussed in Mysen (2007) and Mysen (2008), the
insolation function ˆ can be approximated by the expression

The γ,xi functions again are dependent on the spin orientation
and orbit parameters of the asteroid. If we, for the moment, define the orbit plane of the asteroid as our reference plane, the
direction cosines of the Sun can be written (Mysen 2008)

ˆ ≈  ≡ ϑ0 + ϑ1 cos z + ϑ2 cos2 z.

γ,xi = γ,xi (u, h, θ, I)

(4)

With ϑ0 = 0.106, ϑ1 = 0.500, and ϑ2 = 0.4244, the average
deviation between ˆ and  is only 0.034 (Mysen 2007; Mysen
2008), which should be compared to the maximum ˆ = 1. Note
that the eﬀect of the step function Θ has already been included
at this level, and that when we later need to integrate over the
surface of the asteroid to find the total recoil force or torques,
the integration can be done over the whole surface, and not
only the day side. That is, the dynamical variables have been
removed from the integration boundaries, an approach which
here is adopted from Neishtadt et al. (2002) and Neishtadt et al.
(2003). If the results should be sensitively dependent on terms
that are not included in the fairly good approximation, Eq. (4),
the physicality of the results can be questioned as these small
variations in ˆ perhaps can be considered arbitrary for a real
asteroid.
In Eq. (4), an expression for cos z is needed. To this end,
let the body-fixed unit vectors along the principal axes, the axes
around which a body can execute uniaxial rotation (Goldstein
1980), be given by u xi . An outwards pointing unit vector n normal to a surface element of the asteroid can then be written in
terms of its direction cosines γ xi ,
dS = dS n = dS

3

i=1

γ xi u xi ,

(5)

i=1

(8)

where h, θ, and I are the spin orientation parameters of Fig. 1.
Note that rotation is defined to be uniaxial around the principal
z-axis. Above, u = ω̄ + f where f is the Sun’s true anomaly
and ω̄ its argument of pericenter, both measured counterclockwise in the XY-plane from the X-axis. Now, due to planetary
perturbations, the orbit plane of the asteroid undergoes significant variations. The reference X-axis above can then be defined
by the cross section between an inertial reference plane and the
orbit plane. Later, we present a diﬀerential equation for an angle I ∗ in the form I˙∗ = I˙∗ (I, θ∗ ) where the angles I ∗ and θ∗ correspond to I and θ, but are measured relative to the inertial plane.
We then make the reasonable approximation I ≈ I ∗ such that
I˙∗ = I˙∗ (I ∗ , θ∗ ). Exceptions can arise when there are spin-orbit
resonances (Vokrouhlický et al. 2003). The diﬀerence between I
and I ∗ will be notationally suppressed.
From Eqs. (4), (7), and (8), the insolation can with some basic trigonometric manipulation be reduced to the form
=

2 
2


 jk (h, I, ω̄, n) cos ( j θ + k f − ϕ jk ),

(9)

j=0 k=−2

where n is the unit vector normal to the surface element in question, see Eq. (5). Note that the equation above is valid for any
shape as long as self-shadowing is not taken into account. Due to
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energy dissipation caused by inelastic distortions in the asteroid
(Burns & Safronov 1973; Efroimsky 2001), asteroids larger than
a certain size (Mysen 2006) are expected to rotate around their
axes of maximum moment of inertia, or so-called short-axis. In
the following, it will also be assumed that the heliocentric orbit
is circular so that both f and θ change linearly in time,
f = n (t − t0 ),

θ = ω (t − t0 ),

(10)

where n is the rate of the orbit mean anomaly and ω the rate
of the rotational phase θ. If we substitute these expressions into
Eq. (9) for the calculation of the thermal emission’s dynamical
eﬀects, consistent with the iterative approach of first-order perturbation theory, one obtains

=
i cos (θi − ϕi ), θi = ωi (t − t0 )
(11)
i

yielding variability with diﬀerent constant frequencies
ωi = j ω + k n.

(12)

To obtain a general solution, the temperature is linearized around
a constant T 0


Ψ = Ψ0 + Ψ0 ∆T,

Ψ0 = Ψ(T 0 ),



Ψ0 =

∂Ψ
,
∂T 0

3. Parameterization of YORP evolution
The variation of solar gravity over the asteroid produces torques.
If not close to the Sun where the rotational evolution may be
chaotic (Skoglöv 1996), such gravity-gradients are not eﬀective
when it comes to changes in rotation rate and obliquity. The effects of thermal emission on these parameters are, therefore, of
great interest. One should note that the forces connected to the
direct absorption of photons do not lead to changes in the spin
orientation or rotation rate of an irregular body with uniform surface properties (Rubincam 2000; Mysen 2006).
According to Lambert’s law (Čapek & Vokrouhlický 2004),
the force acting on a surface element with area dS and unit normal vector n is from Eqs. (13) and (15)

2 dS
2 dS 

dF = −
Ψ(T ) = −
(20)
S  0 + Ψ0 ∆T
3 c
3 c
where ∆T is evaluated at depth ζ = 0. The torque acting on the
element with position r relative to the mass center of the asteroid
is then
3

dτ = r × dF, r =
xi u x i .
(21)
i=1

For later applications, it is also useful to define the torque component

(13)
τ̂ ≡ n × r,

τ̂ xi =

∂T 0 ∂T 0
=
= 0.
∂ζ
∂t

(14)

Substitution of the formal Eq. (11) into Eqs. (1) and (2) yields
that if ω0 ≡ 0, then
ω0 ≡ 0.

(15)

For the variable temperature ∆T of Eq. (13), which is a function
of both time t and depth ζ, one gets

i
∆T = S 

i0
β2i + Γ2i
× exp(−Γ̃i ζ) cos (−Γ̃i ζ + θi − ηi − ϕi )

(16)

where


βi = Ψ0 + Γi ,

Γi = K Γ̃i =



ωi /2  C K.

(17)

The thermal lag angles ηi are given by
βi
,
cos ηi = 
2
βi + Γ2i

Γi
sin ηi = 
2
βi + Γ2i

(18)

which go towards ηi → 45◦ as K → ∞. A measure of how deep
a thermal wave penetrates is from Eq. (16)

1
ζi = √
=
2 Γ̃i

3


εi jk γ x j xk

(22)

j,k=1

where by definition

Ψ0 ≡ σT 04 = S  0 ,
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K
,
 C ωi

known as the skin depth (Harris & Lagerros 2002).

(19)

where εi jk is the antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol of the cross
product.
3.1. Rotation rate

From Mysen (2008), the change in the magnitude G of the asteroid’s rotational angular momentum, or spin, is given by the
diﬀerential equation
Ġ = τz

(23)

where τz is the torque component along the principal z-axis,
the axis of rotation. To remove the short-period oscillations
of this variable, we average Eq. (23) over unperturbed motion, consistent with first-order, non-resonant perturbation theory (Fernandes & Sessin 1989)
 2π  2π

1
1 T
A = lim
dt A =
dθ
du A.
(24)
T →∞ T 0
(2π)2 0
0
For the last transition above, the orbit has been assumed to be
circular. Already now, since Eq. (23) only contains the phases θi
of Eq. (11) through the torque τz (θi ), it is possible with the use of
Eq. (24) to conclude that thermal lag does not influence the secular evolution of the rotation rate, consistent with previous results
mentioned in the introduction. To be more specific, the contribution from a surface element on an asteroid with area dS is


1 S
dτz
Ġ
d
=
= 2χ dS τ̂z 0 , χ ≡
·
(25)
G
G
3G c
Equations (4), (7), and (8) yield
0 = 

ϑ2
1
1 − sin2 I
2
2
ϑ
3
2
+γz2
sin2 I − 1 ,
2 2

= ϑ0 +

(26)
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remembering that γz is the component along the principal z-axis
of the asteroid of the surface element’s unit normal vector n.
Integrating over the whole surface results in

Ġ
ϑ2
1
= 2χ Λ0 ϑ0 +
1 − sin2 I
G
2
2
3 2
+χ Λ2 ϑ2
sin I − 1
(27)
2

and

with asteroid shape parameters

Λi ≡
dS γzi τ̂z .

κ1c

The diﬀerential equation for the calculation of the obliquity is
also given in Mysen (2008)


˙ I) = sin I τy cos θ + τ x sin θ .
(cos
(29)
G
For a torque, which is typically dependent on the angle θ ≡ θ1
through the thermally delayed w1 = θ1 −η1 with η1 from Eq. (18),
it is more convenient to operate with w1 explicitly in Eq. (29)

(30)

Inserting the torques from the force Eq. (20) into Eq. (30) and
taking note of the fact that from Eq. (16)
(31)

yields




Ψ0 sin I
˙
d (cos I) = 2χ 
dS cos η1 ( τ̂y  c + τ̂ x  s )
β21 + Γ21

− sin η1 ( τ̂y  s − τ̂ x  c ) .

(32)

Equations (4), (7), and (8) again yield
 c ≡  cos θ = −

ϑ2
γy γz sin I cos I
2

(33)

and
ϑ2
γ x γz cos I sin I.
2
Inserting these into Eq. (32) results in


˙ I) = χ ϑ2 sin2 I cos I (κ s dχ s − κc dχc ).
(cos
1
1

 s ≡  sin θ = −

where the geometrical τ̂ xi are those of Eq. (22).
The thermal κ1c,s functions, on the other hand, are dependent
on the obliquity I and fundamental properties of the asteroid as
well as the surface normal vector n




Ψ cos η1
Ψ β1
= 0
= 20 2
β21 + Γ21 β1 + Γ1

(38)

and

3.2. Equatorial obliquity

 cos θ
∆T (w1 ) cos w1 = ∆T (θ) cos θ = S  
,
β21 + Γ21

(37)

(28)

From basic calculus, Λ0 = 0 also for irregular bodies (see Mysen
2007), while it can be demonstrated that the same result applies
to Λ2 if the surface is that of an ellipsoid. That is, the ability
of thermal emission to change the rotation rate of asteroids is
sensitively dependent on the shape of the asteroid. These are the
same equations and results as in Mysen (2008), but rederived
here within the framework of the more physical approach.

˙ I) ∼ τy (w1 ) cos θ + τ x (w1 ) sin θ
(cos
= cos η1 [ τy (w1 ) cos w1 + τ x (w1 ) sin w1 ]
− sin η1 [ τy (w1 ) sin w1 − τ x (w1 ) cos w1 ].

dχc = dS (γy γz τ̂y + γ x γz τ̂ x ) = −dS γz2 τ̂z

(34)

(35)





Ψ sin η1
Ψ Γ1
κ1s = 0
= 20 2 ·
β21 + Γ21 β1 + Γ1
One way to parameterize them is through the function
4σT 03 4σ  S  3/4 3/4
Ψ
λ1 ≡ 0 =
=
0 ≡ λ̄1 03/4 ,
Γ1
Γ1
Γ1 σ


(40)

from Eq. (15) where 0 of Eq. (26) can be used, so that
κ1c =

λ1 (λ1 + 1)
(λ1 + 1)2 + 1

(41)

λ1
·
(λ1 + 1)2 + 1

(42)

and
κ1s =

Since it is natural for an analytic theory to present a general form
of diﬀerential equations, it is particularly important to resolve
the thermal functions’ dependencies on the obliquity I. One easy
way to do this is to expand κ1c,s in powers of γz , the z-component
of the surface normal vector n. Investigations show that developments to order γz2 only yield quite precise approximations to the
actual κ1c,s . We do not adopt more precise expansions since they
are not essential to the points made. Instead, the convention
03/4 −→ 0.3

(43)

in Eqs. (41) and (42) is used, see Eq. (40). The error of this assumption is mapped in Fig. 2 for the worst-case γz = 1, an error
which is seen to drop considerably as γz decreases. Accordingly,
it is possible that the conclusions that are made with assumption Eq. (43) can be somewhat modified near obliquities I ∼ 0,
I ∼ π/2 and I ∼ π, if there are many surface elements of the
asteroid with γz ∼ 1. The value Eq. (43) is chosen so that the
relative diﬀerences, like those plotted in Fig. 2, are as small as
possible for a wide range of obliquities and λ̄. Note that λ̄1 is not
indexed in the plot since it is considered as the argument of κ s .
That is, the results are not dependent on the particular frequency
used. The function κ s is not indexed for the same reason.
Before proceeding, the behavior of κ1c,s should be emphasized. Included as Fig. 3 is a plot of these two factors as functions
of λ̄1 of Eq. (40), using the approximation Eq. (43). As can be
seen, while κ1c steadily goes to zero with decreasing λ̄1 , κ1s has,
with approximation Eq. (43), a peak in the range 2 <
∼ λ̄1 <
∼ 15
for which

The parameters dependent solely on the asteroid’s shape are

κ1s (2 <
∼ 15) ∼ 0.2.
∼ λ̄1 <

dχ s = dS (γ x γz τ̂y − γy γz τ̂ x )

c
In the same λ̄1 range, 0.2 <
∼ 0.8.
∼ κ1 <

(36)

(39)

(44)
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Fig. 2. The plot shows the contours in λ̄ and obliquity space on which
|κ s − κ s (03/4 = 0.3)|/κ s is 0.25, 0.28, and 0.5 in a worst-case scenario of
γz = 1. The results for κc are similar.
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Fig. 3. The thermal κc,s of Eqs. (41) and (42) are shown as functions of
the parameter λ̄ of Eq. (40), using the approximation Eq. (43).

for completely arbitrary shapes as long as the eﬀects from selfshadowing are small.
To summarize the results of Mysen (2008), χc = −Λ2 is zero
for a triaxial ellipsoid and its sign for real irregular asteroids is,
therefore, dependent on the particular deviations of the irregular shape from that of a triaxial ellipsoid. If these deviations are
random, the sign of χc is random, too. In the limit of no heat
conduction, κ1c → 1 and κ1s → 0, it is then from Eq. (46) equally
probable with obliquity equilibria at I = π/2 in comparison to
I = 0 or I = π. In both types of equilibria, i.e., with spin axis or
equator normal to the orbit, the asteroid will from Eq. (45) spin
down in agreement with the overall results of Vokrouhlický &
Cǎpek (2002).
As heat conduction increases and from Eqs. (41) and (42),
κ1c ∼ κ1s ∼ λ1 /2, it is possible that the χ s component can be of
importance. If we adopt a sign for χ s corresponding to that of
a triaxial ellipsoid, which rotates around its shortest axis due to
energy dissipation (Burns & Safronov 1973; Efroimsky 2001),
and from a number of numerical integrations is positive (Mysen
2008), then I → 0, π from Eq. (46). In these equilibria, the asteroids spin up or down dependent on the particular realization
of Λ2 , Eq. (45), consistent with the overall results of Čapek &
Vokrouhlický (2004)
From Eq. (45), we see that the change in rotation rate goes
to zero when I ∼ 55◦ and I ∼ 125◦, which has been pointed
out to be the case for some shapes before (Breiter et al. 2007;
Nesvorný & Vokrouhlický 2007).
There are also a number of asteroid shapes reported in the
literature with tendencies, which deviate from what is contained
within the model Eqs. (45) and (46). Some tendencies can be
due to the approximation Eq. (43), i.e., related to the fact that the
same thermal lag is not global. It is also possible that the precisions of Eqs. (45) and (46) suﬀer from the linearization of the
problem Eq. (13). Other types of stability than those of Eqs. (45)
and (46) can be produced by self-shadowing, which has not been
taken into account, or can originate from higher order terms of
the expansion Eq. (4). That is, within the linear approximation,
Eqs. (45) and (46) demonstrate that the deviations are caused by
the fact that thermal delay is not constant across the asteroid, by
self-shadowing or details of the interaction law.
Finally, a transition value for λ̄1 of Eq. (40) can be defined.
That is, if χc happens to be positive and χ s is positive, then the
obliquity equilibria change nature at
λ̄t =

3.3. Analysis

If we drop the brackets, which indicate that we are dealing with
secular evolution or mean variables, from Eqs. (27) and (35) we
obtain:
Ġ
= χ ϑ 2 Λ2
G

3 2
sin I − 1 ,
2

Λ2 = −χc

˙ I) = χ ϑ2 (κ s χ s − κc χc ) sin2 I cos I
(cos
1
1

(45)
(46)

where the approximation Eq. (43) is implicitly assumed, and the
κ1c,s functions are, therefore, not dependent on I. These equations
have the same general structure as those presented in Mysen
(2008), but this time, the parameters have been connected to the
fundamental properties of the asteroid. Note that there is no seasonal YORP eﬀect, i.e., no dependency on the orbit period of the
asteroid, which follows from the structures of Eqs. (23) and (29).
Also, it must be stressed again that the equations above are valid
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1 χs
−1
0.3 χc

(47)

from Eqs. (40)–(42) and (46).

4. The shape parameters
Now, the properties of parameters Eqs. (28), (36), and (37) of
Eqs. (45) and (46) will be explored. Partly due to the integrands’
dependencies on higher orders of the surface normal components γ xi , the formulation of the integrals in terms of commonly
known functions does not seem to be trivial for irregular surfaces. However, the reader should be aware of some basic properties, based on a number of specific regular shape realizations.
First of all, the surface integral Λ2 = −χc is zero for triaxial ellipsoids because the integrand changes sign a number of times
across the surface, variations which eventually sum up to zero.
If the ellipsoid is biaxial, the integrand is zero everywhere on
the surface. As long as ellipsoidal shapes rotating around their
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Numerical integrations, based on a division of the shape’s
surface into 10 000 elements as is done for all such integrations,
yield

1

0.5

χ s = 0.304,

λ̄t = 0.84

(49)

for the shape of Fig. 4. In this case, both χc and χ s happened to
be positive and the stability of the obliquity equilibria changes
nature at the λ̄t of Eq. (47) given above. This value should be
compared to some possible ones for asteroids. At heliocentric
distance R = 3 AU, a rotation period of P = 10 h and heat
capacity C = 600 J kg−1 K−1 , we obtain for regolith-covered (R),
basaltic (B), and metal-rich (M) asteroids (Farinella et al. 1998)

0

z

χc = 0.243,

-0.5

-1
-1.5

-1

-0.5

0
0.5
x,y

1

λ̄1 (R) = 7.9,

1.5

λ̄1 (B) = 0.12,

λ̄1 (M) = 0.021

(50)

from Eq. (40), where the densities go from
Fig. 4. Two cross sections of a realization of a Gaussian shape.

(R, B, M) = (1.5, 3.5, 8) g cm−3

(51)

and the heat conductivities as
shortest axes are considered, χ s is positive. For rotation around
a triaxial ellipsoid’s longest axis, χ s is negative.
In other words, asteroids shaped like triaxial ellipsoids with
uniform surface properties align their spin axes with the orbit
normal if there is a delayed thermal response. The ellipsoidality
of the asteroid’s shape is responsible for this kind of alignment.
This property can also to some extent be reasoned from Breiter
et al. (2007), but we also demonstrate for an irregular shape, with
a thermal lag that is parameterized in terms of the fundamental
properties of the asteroid surface. That is, a random shape with a
surface that does not correlate with the principal axes of the body
has a χ s with random sign and the rotation axis does not necessarily align itself with the orbit normal. Now, since the irregularity of the shape does not produce the sought generic result,
it can be ruled out as a cause. We believe that this generic result, rotation axis alignment with the orbit normal, was obtained
with the random shapes of Čapek & Vokrouhlický (2004) since
their principal axes were determined by their surfaces, as indicated in Vokrouhlický & Cǎpek (2002). That is, relative to the
axis of maximum moment of inertia, determined by the surface,
the random shapes become oblate or ellipsoidal.
The question is then to what extent irregularities in the shape
can alter the generic result, which from Eq. (46) is dependent on
thermal delay. That is, as κ1c → 1 and κ1s → 0, the location of
the obliquity equilibria are determined solely by the sign of χc ,
which can be random.
4.1. Gaussian shape

To shed some light on this question, so-called Gaussian shapes
(Muinonen 1998), where the logarithm of the radii are generated
by normal statistics, are studied. First, a mean radius ra , radius
standard deviation σa , and the surface correlation angle are set to
ra = 1,

σa = 0.25,

Γa = 0.5

(48)

based on the analysis of some Solar System bodies (Muinonen &
Lagerros 1998). Two cross sections of a realization are included
as Fig. 4. The principal axes of the shape are predefined to coincide with axes of the coordinate system in which the shape is
generated, and are, therefore, not corrected after the shape is realized. That is, it is not necessarily assumed that the mass density
is constant, although constant mass density seemed to be a good
assumption for the asteroid Eros (Miller et al. 2002).

K(R, B, M) = (0.0015, 2.65, 40) W m−1 K−1 .

(52)

That is, if the body is covered with regolith and λ̄1 > λ̄t , the
delay in the thermal response of the surface to solar radiation
is not enough to align the asteroid’s rotation axis with the orbit
normal. Instead, the rotation axis seeks the orbit plane, an obliquity equilibrium in which the asteroid spins down, Eq. (45). If
the body is metal-rich or basaltic, on the other hand, its rotation axis will align with the orbit normal since λ̄1 (B, M) < λ̄t ,
although this occurs on a longer timescale due to the lower
κ1c ∼ κ1s ∼ λ1 (B, M)/2.
The skin depths Eq. (19) of the frequency given by the tenhour rotation period and material above are
ζ1 (R) = 0.3 cm, ζ1 (B) = 9 cm, and ζ1 (M) = 22 cm,

(53)

which should be much smaller than the size of the asteroid for
the approach Eq. (1) to hold.
4.2. Ellipsoidality

Now, it will be investigated what happens when the shape gets
slightly more ellipsoidal. For this purpose, the radius vector of
the surface is set to a sum of two components, r = re + rG ,
where the first one is that of a triaxial ellipsoid with half-axes
ae = be = 0.4 and ce = 0.1. The second component rG represents a contribution from the Gaussian shape realized in the
previous section, Fig. 4, but downscaled by a factor 0.7. That is,
one can expect the realized shape to be centered around a biaxial
ellipsoid with half-axes ae = be = 1.1 and ce = 0.8, roughly
yielding the same volume as the pure Gaussian shape in the previous section. Figure 5 shows two cross sections of this shape.
Numerical integrations yield
χ s = 0.615,

χc = 0.187,

λ̄t = 7.6

(54)

for the shape Fig. 5. As can be seen, χ s is significantly increased
so that λ̄1 (R) is almost lower than the transition value Eq. (47) .
Finally, the Gaussian shape of Fig. 4 is downscaled by a factor 0.3 and combined with an ellipsoid with half-axes ae = 1.2,
be = 0.7 and ce = 0.4, the sum forming a shape centered around
the ellipsoid ae = 1.5, be = 1.0 and ce = 0.7. That is, the final
shape has roughly the same volume as those already studied, and
is illustrated in Fig. 6. Accordingly,
χ s = 1.89,

χc = −0.103,

and λ̄t = 58

(55)
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Fig. 5. This oblate shape is obtained by a radius vector, which is a superposition of a biaxial ellipsoid and a Gaussian realization.
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Fig. 6. This shape is obtained by a radius vector, which is a sum of a
triaxial ellipsoid and a Gaussian realization.

where the very high transition value λ̄t is calculated using the
absolute value of the χc above. That is, it has been demonstrated
that the absolute values for the shape parameters of a plausible random surface, based on analysis of a number of Solar
System bodies, are smaller than the range of shape parameter
values produced by plausible ellipsoidalities of the asteroid’s
body. However, it is possible that the Gaussian shape, which is
used to demonstrate this point, is a statistically unlikely realization. A number of additional realizations studied in the same way
as above indicates that this is not so.
If radius normalized values like Eq. (49), (54), and (55) are
used in Eqs. (45) and (46), then these should be multiplied with
a factor r3 where r is the asteroid radius. For instance, using the
spin of a spherical body with bulk mass density  = 2.5 g cm−3 ,
the value
Ġ
|χc | P[h]
∼ |χc | ϑ2 χ r3 = 3
Myr−1
G
R [AU]2 r[km]2

(56)

is obtained with P as the rotation period measured in hours, as
indicated. One can define a YORP timescale tY from this equation based on |Ġ/G| tY ≡ 1, which yields
tY = 0.3

Fig. 7. The shape of the asteroid Eros from a spherical harmonics expansion up to and including order and degree 24.

R [AU]2 r[km]2
Myr
|χc | P[h]

(57)

where χc are radius normalized values like those of Eqs. (49),
(54), and (55). The timescale is quite short, consistent with the
studies of Komarov & Sazonov (1994) and Sazonov (1994), and
can be compared with the timescale due to the direct absorption
of radiation, tA : From Mysen (2006), a small, uncertain value
for tA is obtained if the 0.3 prefactor above is replaced by 10 and
|χc | = 1, which is not that much longer than tY .

Before exploring the Yarkovsky eﬀect in context of the presented formalism, so that we later can discuss the coupled rotational and translational dynamics of asteroids within a unified
framework, we apply Eqs. (45) and (46) to the well-studied asteroid Eros. For this purpose, the spherical harmonics expansion of the asteroid’s surface to degree and order 24 of Zuber
et al. (2000), available at “http://www-geodyn.mit.edu/
near/nlr.30day.html”, is used, plotted as Fig. 7.
Numerical integrations yield for the shape parameters of
Eqs. (45) and (46)
χ s = 6.60 × 1011 m3 ,

χc = 5.75 × 1010 m3

(58)

which, with a high λ̄t = 35, shows that a delayed thermal response of this elongated and regolith-covered ellipsoidal surface
causes the asteroid’s spin axis to align itself with the orbit normal. From Miller et al. (2002), the spin or rotational angular
momentum of Eros is
G = C ω = 1.65 × 1020 kg m2 s−1

(59)

where C is the moment of inertia around the axis of rotation,
and ω is the time derivative of the asteroid’s rotational phase,
as before. This yields for the prefactors of Eqs. (45) and (46) at
heliocentric distance R = 2.5 AU:
χ ϑ2 = 0.63 × 10−27 m−3 s−1 .

(60)

We include (Fig. 8) a plot of ω̇ = ω Ġ/G, according to Eqs. (45)
and (58), where ω = 1.19 rad h−1 for Eros. The units are chosen so that a comparison with the numerical studies of Čapek
& Vokrouhlický (2004) can easily be made. The match is very
good both qualitatively and quantitatively, considering the assumptions we make. There are three small diﬀerences. The two
first are that ω̇ = 0 at I ∼ 55◦ and I ∼ 125◦ , while in Čapek
& Vokrouhlický (2004) the change in rotation rate goes to zero
when I ∼ 50◦ and I ∼ 120◦ . Third, the curve in Fig. 8 lies in the
range ω̇ ∼ − 1.9 → 3.8 in the given units, while in Čapek &
Vokrouhlický (2004) ω̇ ∼ − 1.7 → 3.2.
In Fig. 9, Eq. (46) is plotted for the shape parameters Eq. (58)
and diﬀerent λ̄1 . This time the match with the numerical studies
of Čapek & Vokrouhlický (2004) seems to be even better than
with the rotation rate comparison above. The transition from stable equilibria at I ∼ π/2 to stable equilibria at I ∼ 0 and I ∼ π
occurs at λ̄t = 35, as previously stated. For a surface mass density of  = 2 g cm−3 and heat capacity C = 680 J kg−1 K−1 , which

dΩdt 107 s1  Myr
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orbit evolution. In addition to providing a consistent framework
for analysis of the coupled rotation and translation of asteroids,
this study will also reveal whether there are translational eﬀects
connected to the irregularity of the asteroid’s shape. Also, if the
results presented below agree with previous work, we confirm
the applied approach.
The time derivative of the asteroid orbit’s semi-major axis is
given by

2 CT
(62)
ȧ =
n ma

3
2
1
0
-1
-2
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Fig. 8. The change in rotation rate as a function of obliquity according
to the presented analytic theory is shown for Eros, Fig. 7.

dIdt 102 deg.  Myr

6

if the periodic terms are neglected, where the bracket is the same
as the one of Eq. (24). Here n is the rate of the asteroid’s mean
anomaly, ma the asteroid mass and CT is the force due to thermal
emission along a unit vector uT in the direction of the asteroid’s
motion. That is, if

γN,xi u xi
(63)
uN =
i

4

is a unit vector normal to the orbit plane with

γN,xi =
R ji γN,Xi , γN,(X,Y) = 0, and γN,Z = 1,

2
0

(64)

j

-2

(see Fig. 1), the direction cosines of uT along the principal axes
of the asteroid are

γT,xi =
εi jk γ,x j γN,xk .
(65)
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Now, we define the angles

Fig. 9. The change in equatorial obliquity is plotted as a function of
equatorial obliquity, according to the developed analytic theory. No heat
conduction is represented by the solid line with λ̄1 = 1000. The dashed
curves represent the cases λ̄1 = 100, 40, a qualitative change occurs
as predicted, then λ̄1 = 30, 20, 10, and at last λ̄1 = 5 for which the
amplitude peaks.

θ2 ≡ θ − u,

θ3 ≡ θ + u,

θ4 ≡ u,

(66)

which after some trigonometric manipulation yields
γT,x =

3 


Ωci cos θi + Ωis sin θi



(67)

i=2

are comparable to those used in the referenced studies (personal
communication), this corresponds to a heat conductivity of
Kt = 5 × 10−5 W m−1 K−1 .

(61)

Although the value is only one step away, as measured in their
resolution of heat conductivity, from the one given in Čapek
& Vokrouhlický (2004), namely Kt ≈ 5 × 10−4 W m−1 K−1 ,
the diﬀerence constitutes a discrepancy. However, it should be
noted that Eq. (46) is sensitive to model simplifications when
K ∼ Kt , and the time derivative of the obliquity is close to zero.
Accounting for these model simplifications could lead, therefore, to a significant correction of λt . According to Eq. (40),
Kt ∼ λ̄−2
t where λ̄t is a fairly sensitive function of λt , Eq. (43).
That is, the value Kt is sensitive to model errors. It is also possible that the simplification implied by the linearized approach
Eq. (13) is of relevance here.

6. Yarkovsky effect
We have presented a formalism that consistently can describe
all aspects related to the dynamical eﬀects of thermal emission
on asteroids. For such a complete description, the presented approach is here also applied to the characterization of the asteroid

where the prefactors Ωc,s
i are given in Appendix A. Likewise, it
can be shown that
γT,y = γT,x (Ωci → Ωis , Ωis → − Ωci )

(68)

and
γT,z = Ωc4 cos θ4 + Ω4s sin θ4 .

(69)

These are needed for the evaluation of the contribution from a
surface element to the secular drift in orbit size, see Eq. (20)
d CT =

3



γT,xi dF xi



i=1

= −

3
2 dS   

Ψ0
γ xi γT,xi ∆T .
3 c
i=1

(70)

In the same way as was done for the calculation of the obliquity alterations in Eq. (30), the thermally-delayed angles will be
treated explicitly. That is
w1 → wi ≡ θi − ηi ,

(71)
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with κis corresponding to the function Eq. (42), but based on Γi
instead of Γ1 , and

which yields
⎡
3 ⎢
⎢⎢⎢



⎢⎢⎢ cos ηi
( Ωci ic + Ωis is )
∆T (wi )γT,x = S 
⎢⎢⎢ 
2
2
i=2 ⎣
βi + Γi
sin ηi
− 
β2i + Γ2i

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎥
c s
s c ⎥
( Ωi i − Ωi i ) ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎦

is ≡  sin θi

(72)

(73)

i=1




ϑ1  2
γ xi ∆T γT,xi = −S 
γ x + γy2
2
⎤
⎡
⎥⎥⎥
⎢⎢⎢
⎥⎥
⎢⎢⎢ sin η2
sin η3
cos4 (I/2) − 
sin4 (I/2)⎥⎥⎥⎥
× ⎢⎢⎢ 
⎥⎦
⎣⎢ β2 + Γ2
β23 + Γ23
2
2

(74)

for the first terms of Eq. (70). If the rotation period of the asteroid
is much smaller than its orbit period, one has
ω2 ≈ ω3 ≈ ω ≡ θ̇ =⇒ Γ2 ≈ Γ3 ≈ Γ1

(75)

and
2

i=1



ϑ1 2
Γ1 cos I
(γ + γy2 ) 2
γ xi ∆T γT,xi = −S 
,
2 x
β1 + Γ21

(76)



2 1
Ξ ϑ1 Φ κ1s cos I − κ4s sin2 I
n ma

ȧ =





dS γ2x + γy2 .

Φ = 13.8,



ϑ1 2 Γ4
γz ∆T γT,z = S 
γ
sin2 I,
2 z β24 + Γ24

Φ = 6.86.

λ̄4 (R) = 530,

λ̄4 (B) = 8.3,

and λ̄4 (M) = 1.4,

(78)

(see Eqs. (51) and (52)). That is, both the basaltic and metal-rich
body are in a regime where the seasonal component is eﬀective,
s
remembering that κ1,4
has a maximum in the region 2 <
∼
∼ λ̄1,4 <
15. The skin depths of Eq. (19), which should be much smaller
than the size of asteroid for the given approach to hold, are
ζ4 (R) = 0.2 m,

ζ4 (B) = 6 m,

ζ4 (M) = 15 m.

(79)

Finally,
CT = Ξ ϑ1 [ Ξ1 (I) cos I − Ξ4 (I) sin2 I ],
where

dS (γ2x + γy2 ) κis (I)
Ξi =

(80)

(85)

(86)

s
Using a maximum κ1,4
∼ 0.2 and density  = 2.5 g cm−3 , we get
the maximum

ȧ ∼ 0.03

Φ
AU Gyr−1
R [AU]1/2 r[km]

(87)

with radius normalized values of Φ like those of Eq. (85)
and (86).
The reader should take note of the fact that the exact form
of Eq. (80) is valid independent of the included order N of the
insolation function’s Fourier expansion
ˆ =

N


ϑi cosi z,

(88)

i=0

which, regardless of the expanded order, contains only one component, ϑi cosi z, with i odd, namely i = 1. The reason for the
completeness of Eq. (80) is, therefore, that γT,xi ∼ cos f , as has
been shown previously in this section. Now, since
∆T ∼ ϑi cos i f ,

(81)

(84)

However, this last approximation is not necessary if only the
structure of the diﬀerential equation, rather than more precise
representations, is of interest. That is, the integrand of Eq. (81)
is always positive and a form of the diﬀerential equation similar
to Eq. (83) follows.
According to the values Eqs. (50) and (78), regolith-covered
bodies have their orbit sizes decreased for retrograde rotation,
π/2 < I < π, and for prograde rotation, 0 < I < π/2, the orbit
semi-major axis increases. For metal-rich and basaltic asteroids
the seasonal component is most eﬀective and leads to a decrease
in orbit size. As is demonstrated, there are no particular new
dependencies for circular orbits related to an asteroid’s shape
irregularity.
The Gaussian shape of Fig. 4 yields

while the ellipsoidal shape of Fig. 6 yields

which can be identified as the so-called seasonal Yarkovsky effect (Vokrouhlický 1999). It is then natural to introduce a thermal
lag factor λ̄4 , based on Γ4 , which contains the orbit frequency in
the same way as λ̄1 is based on Γ1 , which contains the rotation
frequency. At heliocentric distance R = 3 AU we obtain for
regolith-covered, basaltic, and metal-rich bodies, respectively

(83)

with

also known as the diurnal component. As for the last term of
Eq. (70)
(77)

(82)

Again, we use the approximation Eq. (43), and the structure, i.e.,
the dependency on the dynamical variables, of the Eq. (62) is
clear:

Φ=

are included in Appendix B, with which one obtains
2


1 S
·
3 c

Ξ=



from which ∆T (wi )γT,y can be calculated on basis of Eq. (68).
The averages
ic ≡  cos θi ,
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(89)

and the only contribution to the Yarkovsky eﬀect is, after averaging Eq. (24), from the only odd term, i = 1, of Eq. (88).
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7. Discussion
Asteroids absorb solar radiation, which they later emit at longer
wavelengths, leading to a recoil force. We present an analytical theory that consistently models the eﬀects of this thermal
emission on an irregularly-shaped asteroid’s orbit and rotation,
here defined as the Yarkovsky and YORP eﬀects, respectively.
Furthermore, the important dynamical consequences of a delayed thermal response of the asteroid’s surface to solar radiation
are parameterized in terms of the fundamental properties of the
asteroid’s surface. The model is consistent with the overall results of previous numerical studies, and reproduces the obliquity
equilibria and spin rates for the elongated and irregularly-shaped
asteroid Eros.
To be more specific, the so-called diurnal Yarkovsky component is the most eﬀective transport mechanism for regolithcovered bodies, and is maximized by a rotation axis normal
to the orbit plane. The orbit sizes of metal-rich and basaltic
asteroids are eﬀectively decreased by the so-called seasonal
Yarkovsky component which, on the other hand, vanishes for
rotation axes aligned with the orbit normal.
It is previously known that a thermal lag of the asteroid surface can lead to an alignment of the rotation axis with the orbit
normal. Here, it has been illustrated that the ellipsoidality of the
asteroid shape is responsible for this eﬀect. The delayed thermal
response of a possibly irregular surface was connected directly
to the physics of the problem, which enables a quantification of
the transition from one type of obliquity equilibria to another in
terms of the surface properties of the asteroid.
Since such a directly retrograde or prograde rotation optimizes the diurnal Yarkovsky eﬀect, this represents a preference
for the shapes of regolith-covered Earth orbit crossing asteroids. The mobility of ellipsoidal basaltic and metal-rich bodies in the main belt is minimized in the stable YORP equilibria
of equatorial obliquity since the seasonal Yarkovsky eﬀect vanishes. However, the timescale on which these YORP equilibria
are reached is very long for metal-rich bodies, not only due to
their larger densities. It is, therefore, questionable if the transport mechanisms of thermal emission lead to a preference for
the shape of metal-rich Earth orbit crossing objects. This will,
of course, be dependent on the location of such families with
respect to the resonances of the main belt.
It should also be noted that according to lightcurves, asteroid rotation axes normal to the ecliptic seem to be favored
(Pravec et al. 2002), although this may be due to a selection effect. The well-studied asteroid Eros, on the other hand, has a rotation axis that lies very close to its current orbit plane (Souchay
et al. 2003). According to Vokrouhlický et al. (2005), this rotation state is more probable if it was the same as when the asteroid resided in the main belt, which is diﬀerent from the thermal
YORP obliquity equilibria.
At last, our model demonstrates clearly, with the diﬀerential equations’ explicit dependencies on the dynamical variables,
which eﬀects are caused by corrections that are not included.
That is, numerical studies of shapes with results that deviate
from the simple structure presented are either caused by details
of the interaction law, self-shadowing, or a thermal lag, which is
not constant across the asteroid surface. It is also possible that
the applied linearization of the problem’s boundary condition
can be the cause for some discrepancies in the presented dynamical tendencies. From the given approach and Mysen (2008),
it should be possible to incorporate all of these corrections. It
should be fairly straightforward to include the possibility of excited rotation and eccentric orbits. A pathological study of the

important shape parameters in the presented theory would also
be of interest.
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Appendix A: Direction cosine components
for calculation of Yarkovsky effect
Some prefactors needed for the calculation of the secular drift of
an asteroid’s orbit size are listed below.
1
Ωc2 = − (1 + cos I) sin h
2

(A.1)

1
Ω2s = − (1 + cos I) cos h
2

(A.2)

1
Ωc3 = − (1 − cos I) sin h
2

(A.3)

Ω3s =

1
(1 − cos I) cos h
2

(A.4)

Ωc4 = sin I cos h

(A.5)

Ω4s = sin I sin h.

(A.6)

Appendix B: Averages of the insolation function
for the calculation of the Yarkovsky effect
Below, averages needed for the calculation of the Yarkovsky effect are given.
2c =

1
ϑ1 (1 + cos I) (γ x cos h − γy sin h)
4

1
2s = − ϑ1 (1 + cos I) (γy cos h + γ x sin h)
4
3c =

1
ϑ1 (1 − cos I) (γ x cos h + γy sin h)
4

1
3s = − ϑ1 (1 − cos I) (γy cos h − γ x sin h)
4
4c =

1
ϑ1 γz sin I sin h
2

1
4s = − ϑ1 γz sin I cos h.
2

(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
(B.5)
(B.6)
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